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Kind of Information

Within particular topic like business, finance, banking etc. each entry
(article) available with its title and publishing date. Articles are present with
description and photographs. After each entry related topics and tags are
available. An example is given below.
FINANCE
Cash at risk of losing ‘safe haven’ status as inflation bites
Posted on May 10, 2017


70% of financial advisers think the projected rise in inflation will encourage their clients to
consider switching capital out of cash
 64% think low savings rates coupled with rising inflation will change client perception of
cash as a ‘safe haven’
 RPI plus a percentage target seen as the most appropriate performance benchmark
Seven in ten (70%) financial advisers predict an increasing number of clients will consider switching
some of their capital out of cash and into other asset classes in response to rising inflation and its
impact on eroding the value of their cash savings.
According to a new study1 commissioned by Investec Wealth & Investment (“IW&I”) among 108
financial advisers, almost two thirds (64%) believe that the continuation of low rates on cash deposits
during a time of rising inflation will alter clients perceptions of cash as a ‘safe haven’.
CPI inflation has risen sharply over the last year from 0.3% in February 2016 to 2.3% in February
20172 while over the same period, the FTSE 100 has grown by roughly 22%3. Moreover since June
2016 and the Brexit vote, average Cash Isa rates have halved from 0.87% to 0.43%.
In light of this, IW&I’s study reveals which performance benchmark resonated most strongly with the
respondents’ clients. The most popular benchmark supported by 43% of advisers is RPI plus followed
by Bank of England base rate plus (33%) and CPI plus. ARC performance data and discretionary fund
manager (DFM) internal performance indices were the fourth and fifth most popular benchmarks
respectively.

(Not full description)

Also one can share this article via social networking site (Facebook etc.) and
leave any kind of reply through proper area.

Special Features






Contact and feedback option available with proper form.
Latest posts are present.
Videos are available in this tool.
Headline news are mentioned with this site.

Arrangement Pattern

The archives are arranged according to publication date wise. Basically
arrangement is newer to older order.

Remarks

Through a combination of its print products and online media, Finance
Digest reaches the top audience in the financial world. The audience includes
Presidents, CEO’s, CFO’S and Senior Decision makers within Fortune 500
companies, Major Banks, Financial Institutions, Central Bank, and
Individuals interested in the global financial markets.
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